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Casual Elegance for a 
Boca Raton Home

Casual elegance is this home in Boca Raton. This project reflects an upscale home de-
sign to meet the client’s desires for a sophisticated yet comfortable living space. The
design of this home strikes a balance between luxury and functionality, creating an
inviting ambience.

Much focus is on an integration of varied textures and materials including stone, wood,
painted glass, mosaic tile, wallpaper, and diamond dust to create diversified and 
dimensional designed spaces.   An open, bright, and fluid interior was accomplished
with a renovation of floor plan and elimination of walls.
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Ceiling soffits with LED lighting and custom  built-in cabinetry make this project a 
contemporary and architectural statement illustrating form and function. The dining room
table and crystal chandelier were customized in mixed metal finishes from Il Pezzo. 
Upholstery includes custom designed leather sectional from NS; dining chairs 
and occasional chair in living room from Sacarro. 
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Secondary entertainment area features oversized Swaim swivel chairs from Judith Norman,
making a comfortable and multipurpose entertainment area. TV wall is painted glass and wood,
odorned with Skakuff crystal sconces. A custom designed bar made by Florense and game table
made by Michael O help define this space for casual entertaining.

This project is a contemporary and architectural statement illustrating form and function. The
subdued monochromatic palette suggests timeless and elegant classic design, with a color accent
of navy blue showcasing the exclusive materials and textures. 
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Luxuriate in this spa-like bathroom with porcelain walls and an integration of custom 
designed glass mosaic. Fine Art sconces in silver leaf, frame back-lit mirrors.
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Custom designed cabinetry for the primary bedroom and bath, made by Florense. Upholstered
wall and platform bed with a combination of wood finishes makes for a luxurious bedroom.
Mood lighting is created with a beautiful gold leaf Fine Art chandelier.

(RIGHT) White onyx walls and floors with a 12” integrated sink and ceiling pendants create a
sleek yet warm aesthetic for the powder room.
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